NYSDOT CADD RFP Changes

Previous C031379 CADD RFP to Recently-Released C037693 CADD II RFP

Overall, all RFP sections and requirements were reviewed and re-written to say things clear and say it once, and to ensure a level playing field

Licensing:
1. Responsibility for functional requirements provided by third party providers eased
2. Can subcontract to provide missing functional or license requirement with responsibility for performance delegated from prime to sub
3. Enterprise licensing requirement not required yet possible (daily user method establishes a least common denominator)
4. End of contracting licensing requirement changed from unlimited enterprise to purchase of discrete number of licenses with no maintenance and no support at contract’s ends
5. Some required 3rd party software removed (to be procures off contract)
6. Phasing in use of vendor-hosted cloud (SaaS) software added

Scope of Services:
7. 3D study project removed from scope
8. Approach section added to Scope attachment, to be scored
9. All IT project requirements moved to one Attachment 12A
10. All non-scored IT information removed
11. Scope and methods of training revised - schedule not to be proposed/ to be defined after award
12. Training primarily provided by on-site techs
13. Schedule limited transitioning to new software platform and end-of contract transition
14. General services removed with increased emphasis on use of work order process

Cost Proposal (Attachment 13):
15. Numbers of required licenses changed to maximum number of installations
16. Percent historical number of daily users by functional requirement presented
17. Numbers of users revised, lowered
18. Licensing fees paid monthly based on monitored daily usage
19. Year-to-year costs for licenses and labor restricted to 2.0%
20. Cost of software maintenance moved to cost of licenses
21. Hardware recommendations and cost of separately procuring recommended hardware removed
22. Fictitious numbers added to applicable cost proposal’s exhibits to present logic

Evaluation:
23. Mandatory project requirements removed
24. All to-be-scored technical requirements moved to attachments
25. Technical proposal scoring streamlined
26. Demos to be separately scored (CHANGE TO BE ANOUNCED AFTER CADD I RFP RELEASED)
27. Re-scoring after demos removed
28. Cost proposal evaluation bifurcated with 1950 points for all costs and 50 points to measure competitiveness of proposed rates via hypothetical work order
29. Functional requirements to demonstrate presented in RFP Attachment 10

Other:
30. Project objectives reduced from eleven to three
31. No goals
32. Proposal formatting simplified
33. Contract number changed